SSB SEIZED HEROIN WORTH RS.2 CRORE IN BIHAR

New Delhi, 26.10.2016, - On an specific inputs, the troops of Sashastra Seema Bal 56th Battallion Bathnaha, Bihar seized 900 grms Heroin of Double Tiger brand made in Thailand on 24.10.16 at about 2030 hrs and arrested one person namely Kundan Rajvanshi of village Hathibanda District Marang, Nepal, while he was entering India from Nepal.

The seized two packets weighing 450 gms each with the apprehended person later handed over to local Police.

In another operation in Jehanabad, Bihar personnel of 27th Battallion SSB in a joint operation with Jehanabad Police at village Mustichak, Jehanabad and recovered four numbers of local made Carbine called in local language as “Tharnet”, 7 Rounds of 9 mm, Naxal literature, one set of camouflage uniform and apprehended one person from under construction house.

Today at 1015 hrs, Border Interaction Team of SSB 13th Battallion Piprakoti, Bihar nabbed a lady Rita Devi of Gorakhpur at Raxaul check post with 2.5 Kg of Charas while she was entering into India.
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